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Centralized supply system for o�set printing

*Can be constructed with ED series



*See page 10

*See page 10

AUTOMATIC DISPENSING SYSTEM



Yamada’s “in-the-�eld” approach
has yielded an accurate, well-engineered ink supply
pump in an easy-to-use, low-maintenance design. 
Yamada Corporation, a pioneer in pumping products for 100 years, 
developed the Yamada Ink Supply Pump exclusively for the transfer of 
high viscosity printing inks

Outside Accessible Air Valve
Yamada has developed the latest in air valve
technology to insure that your pump runs longer
and requires less maintenance than competitive 
brands.
If air valve inspection is necessary,there is no
need to remove the pump from service - remove
two bolts, access your air valve and minimize your
down time. 

(Oil Container )
Wet Seal System

The visible plastic oil container protects
against ink leakage, maintains a lubricated 
plunger, and extends gasket life.  
Lubrication maintenance is minimal.

Anti-Freezing Design
The high e�ciency air valve is designed
to reduce air consumption and cycling
speed is optimized to elimi-nate freezing.

Less Noise
Quiet operation (less than 70dB within 
3 feet) vs. com-petitive models.

 Specifically
designed for
Printing Ink!
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YAMADA Ink Supply Pump Inductor Plate is only suitable for straight drum/pail. 
The transformable seal system for 200L drums have two of the size corresponding to
the standard of the drum(JIS or ISO). Please con�rm the standard of the drum using.

CAUTION

200L Straight Drum(JIS)

566±3mm

200L Straight Drum(ISO)

571.5±3mm

20L Straight Pail(JIS)

285±3mm

The transformable sealing systems
designed to allow for very easy and  clean
drum changes.

The �at bottom inductor plate minimizes
wastage of the ink

*AB,ABE,AD and ED Series

Low-level Sensor
Easily adjustable low-level
sensor prevents pump dry
running.

*AB,ABE,ABF,AD Series:
 Mechanical switch
*ED Series: Proximity sensor

 Specifically
designed for
Printing Ink!

Control Panel
Unit design, Easy access.

Pump Lift
Small-footprint by the single
post design

The Unique Inductor Plate
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CAUTION

Pneumatic pump units with a mechanical limit switch.
The inductor plate is transformable type.
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CAUTION

Pneumatic pump units with a mechanical limit switch.
The inductor plate is transformable type.

ABF
Drum Type (Flat Base with Mechanical L/S without transformable sealing system)

881088

233 243 266

IP140S25-ABF IP200S25-ABF IP250S20-ABF
881089 881090

ABF

ABF

ABF

CAUTION

Pneumatic pump units with a mechanical limit switch.
The inductor plate is conventional �xed type.
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CAUTION
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CAUTION
CAUTION
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Flow Valve

SP-4488 Non-drip Nozzle

Available Viscociity:Above 50Ps

Ø10
Ø23

63
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Your Local Distributor:
International Department
No.1-3, 1-Chome, Minami-Magome, 
Ohta-ku,Tokyo 143-8504, Japan

Phone +81-(0)3-3777-0241   
Fax       +81-(0)3-3777-0584   

E-mail: intl@yamadacorp.co.jp
Web: www.yamadacorp.co.jp/global

Form no.:910-406E  Revised: Nov.2015

Yamada offers a large range of Air Operated  Pumps to cater for many different
kinds of materials and conditions. When selecting the most appropriatepump for a
particular selection and installation please consult your local Yamada Pump 
Distributor or Yamada Corporation.

CAUTION  WHEN 
SELECTING A PUMP

All product specifications and data are subject to change without notice.


